In this paper, we present a challenging data set for use in a variety of mobile robotic navigation tasks. Based on the data set that we released previously , we further extend its capability by annotating the laser range data. Apart from the laser range data, the dead-reckoning trajectory and the tri-camera imagery, the true segmentation differentiating between objects and the true moving object detection (MOD) discriminating moving objects are also annotated. The data set is intended for extensive evaluation of localization, mapping and MOD by providing highly accurate relative pose, object segmentation and MOD. All data are synchronized, carefully annotated and formatted in space-delimited plaintext format. We also provide an interactive web interface to facilitate the access to the data and the annotations.
Introduction
Localization and mapping are fundamental problems for autonomous navigation in the field of mobile robotics that have attracted considerable attention in the last decade. It is particularly challenging in the presence of moving objects as there are a number of motions involved: the motions of moving objects and the motion of the robot itself. One of the most important, yet difficult issues of these problems is to discriminate or filter out non-stationary objects. The lack of publicly accessible data sets with a reliable ground truth makes a fair evaluation and comparison of these methods infeasible. As the key competencies for mobile robotic systems are localization and semantic context interpretation, we presented an object-based data set in which laser range data are subject to grouping into objects. The true moving object segmentation is, in particular, extensively validated. The significance of the data set for the study of robotics is therefore the annotated object representation of the semantic context for laser range data. We provide a large-scale dynamic data set for evaluation of the fundamental tasks in mobile robotics navigation.
It is known that moving object detection (MOD) is challenging and difficult to evaluate quantitatively due to the lack of a realistic ground truth. By annotating the true moving object information, the data set can apply to research in MOD or probably moving object tracking (MOT). On the other hand, having the ground truth stationary object information, an accurate metric map of the data set can be obtained that applies to research in simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM). It can also be helpful for evaluation of the robustness of SLAM algorithms against non-stationary objects by investigating the performance degradation in the presence of moving objects.
Synopsis
In this paper, we provide details of a comprehensive 5 km data set and release the tool we developed to obtain the ground truth annotation for moving objects. The data set comprises laser range data, dead-reckoning trajectory and tri-camera imagery collected in challenging urban scenes. Figure 1 depicts the workspace in which the data were collected. We aim to facilitate the development of localization, mapping and MOD algorithms in highly dynamic environments. Our anticipated consumers are researchers in egomotion estimation, object segmentation and MOD, as well as SLAM and MOT. The data set contains planar laser range data scanning at 37.5 Hz with 180 • forward-facing field of view and 0.5 • angular resolution, odometric data from the onboard inertial measurement system and tri-camera imagery. The ground truth segmentation and MOD are annotated for each scan, whereas the imagery is used for visual reference. To ease the annotation of slow moving objects against stationary objects and speed up the overall process, the data are annotated at 7.5 Hz with groupings and states. The laser range data, the odometric data, the segmentation and the MOD are stored in plaintext, and the imagery is recorded in JPEG format. All of them have synchronized timestamps at 7.5 Hz. The data set accompanying the supplementary material is available at http://any.csie.ntu.edu.tw/data/.
Description
The data were collected by a human operator driving through an urban environment in Pittsburgh. The Navlab11 testbed was used to acquire the data, a Jeep Wrangler Sport equipped with a SICK LMS 221 laser range finder. The imagery for visual reference is acquired by stitching the images from the tri-camera system. The odometry is obtained by counting the four 51 slots/wheel rotation gears used with the anti-lock braking system. The laser range finder and the tri-camera system are mounted longitudinally in the front of the vehicle, as shown in Figure 2 . The laser range finder and the odometer were carefully calibrated, wherein the orientations are accurately aligned. All of the timestamps are synchronized based on the laser data, in which the imagery is synchronized by finding the closest image frames and the odometry is synchronized by interpolating the vehicle poses. The sensor configuration is described in detail in Table 1 . Figure 1 presents the trajectory that the vehicle drove through. While it can be a common configuration of data acquired in an urban scene, 16.13% of the observations are dynamic with a standard deviation of 15.4%, whereas the moving objects inhabit 93.91% of the measurements in the most dynamic observation. There are move-stop-move maneuvering objects, including pedestrians, cars, trucks, trailers, etc., moving around which are either parked or driving. The pitch and roll motion of the vehicle, caused primarily by the existence of slopes, makes the laser range finder occasionally perceive the ground plane.
A known issue of the data set is with the tri-camera imagery system. Though the images are stitched together to provide a wide angle of view, the exposures can differ while the cameras are looking into different directions. Lens flare also occurs due to strong rays of light directly entering the lens of the camera. The imagery is basically used for visual reference and could not pose a problem when using the laser data set.
Methodology
All annotations were done by a team of humans, annotating and cross-checking for consistency. The input of the annotation is a sequence of laser range data. To ensure the quality of the annotation, the potential bias is avoided by eliminating the prior use of odometric data or any other means of sensory information during the annotation process. The information available to the annotators is the entire sequence of camera imagery for visual reference. The output of the annotation is a sequence of object representation of the laser range data. In other words, the annotators are from scratch asked to organize the range measurements into objects and label their states. The entire process involves two stages: annotation and refereeing.
Annotation
Arriving at high-quality annotation for large collections of data is a daunting task and inherently time consuming. Usability, availability and portability are important to have the task much easier and less tedious ensuring the quality of the annotation.
Usability To ease use of the tool, we developed an AJAX web interface rendering graphics with SVG and actions with simple mouse drag-and-drop to facilitate the annotation and visualization process. The user interface design is described in Table 2 .
Availability Putting the tool online makes it handy and immediately available to everyone interested in contributing. It makes distribution even faster and easier without having to transfer the program and the data explicitly.
Portability The tool is implemented in JavaScript and hence there is no portability issue boosting the deployment flexibility. Personal computers, laptops, mobile phones are applicable.
We at first split our data into parts and distribute the annotation tasks to those who are familiar with the problems of localization, mapping and tracking. The contributors according to their respective efforts used the browser on their nearby devices to visualize and annotate the data. However, the contributors can have disagreements or make mistakes even if they are well qualified. To increase the reliability, we introduce a peer review process to facilitate the verification and correction of the annotation.
Refereeing
Once a scan has been annotated by at least two of the contributors, an inspector is asked to review the annotations by checking their similarity. We define the similarity between annotations at arbitrary time step as 100% if there is no moving object annotated, and otherwise as
where k is the time index, i is the segment identifier, z i k is a segment, and ϕ 1 ( ·) and ϕ 2 ( ·) are the annotations of different contributors. We say that an annotation is almost surely correct if it is submitted individually by at least two arbitrary contributors; otherwise, the inspector given the completed annotations is asked to correct them. In other words, three participants are required in order to obtain a realistic ground truth for reliable evaluation. By incorporating the refereeing process, the ground truth is reliable in which spurious annotation is greatly eliminated. Figure 3 illustrates the case in the presence of move-stopmove maneuvering objects and small slow-moving objects. Both of them are difficult in the literature of MOD and MOT, as well as the annotation process. Most of the circumstances in which our contributors made mistakes or disagreed (in other words the similarity drops) are due to the presence of pedestrians or the change of traffic conditions. Going through the annotation and the refereeing stages ensures high quality of annotation and provides a realistic framework for benchmarking robotics algorithms. Figure 4 illustrates the resulting annotation.
Future outlook
We have presented a data set collected in a crowded urban environment. The data comprises sequences of laser range data, odometry and tri-camera imagery. The significance and difficulty of the data set lies in the presence of occlusion, move-stop-move maneuvering objects, small slowmoving objects and out-of-plane motions of the vehicle. The laser range data are represented with objects by annotating the true segmentation and MOD. In addition, it is known that databases with annotation are recently exploited in the computer vision community. The source of the annotation tool has also been released to facilitate the development, evaluation and comparison of robotics algorithms. The annotation of stationary objects such as buildings and railings can be ambiguous. This work primarily focuses on annotation of segmentation and MOD and considers only the moving objects in the refereeing process. The data set is applicable for a variety of robotics applications such as ego-motion estimation, object segmentation, MOD, localization, mapping, etc.
As a promising future direction, we plan to further enrich the data set by labeling each annotated moving object for object classification. The categories will include pedestrians, cars, trucks, buses, trailers, etc.
